Vershbow's position on non-citizens is
shared by Julianne Smith, deputy national security adviser to US Vice President Joe Biden. She
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enclave specifically after Russia demonstrated readiness to use its armed forces in Georgia.
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future
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determine NATO future.
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In his turn, Karlis Neretnieks said that

European Federation which inevitably raises the

while the US defense strateg y mostly targets

issue of the creation of EU armed forces. Can they
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It is noteworthy that addressing the Riga conference Latvian Defense Minister Artis Pabriks
called on NATO allies to pay more
attention to low-cost "smart defense" and the development of regional defense schemes that will
engage northern countries and Poland, as well as Sweden and Finland which are not NATO members.

Post Scriptum
Success of European
Russians – soft
power for Russia

FORGOTTEN PAGES OF COMMON HISTORY

business, friendly, and cultural relations with Russia at
the level of officials, communities, organizations and
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individuals should not be forgotten. All of it shall be
In the middle of October the Latvian

considered as soft power influence on Russia. An

TransAtlantic Organization (LATO) held a meeting

important issue is the possibility for Russian-speak-

in Riga with Vice President of the US Atlantic

ers in Latvia to be within the EU and NATO frame-

Council Damon Wilson to discuss the impact of

work. The successful existence of European Russians

upcoming presidential election in the United

is a major argument for Russia.

States on the European policy of NATO.
The high representative of the TransAtlantic
movement said under any president the United
States will work on the European track and despite wide-spread perceptions will remain inter-

Post Post Scriptum
There is definitely no threat
from Russia!

ested in a strong and influential European Union.

In late October Latvian Ambassador to

He confirmed that even with certain disagree-

NATO Maris Riekstinsh said in an interview with

ments with the Russian leadership the Russian

the Diena newspaper that Latvian housewives

Federation remains a strategic priority for the

can calmly do their job as there is definitely no

United States and NATO.

threat coming from Russia. However Russia

Speaking on the Latvian role in the European

wants to keep the myth that NATO fighters in

policy of NATO Wilson called on the Latvians to

the Latvian sky are something abnormal. It is

frequently remind of themselves and display more

time to recognize it is also the sky of NATO.

initiative in projects related to Moldova, Georgia,
Ukraine,

and

Belarus

for

which

the

Latvian

experience may be an example.

The ambassador to NATO and former foreign minister is convinced the Baltic airspace
patrolling mission is a good example of "smart

Asked about a possible Latvian role in NATO

defense". "We do not spend major funds to buy

policy on the Russian avenue the vice president of

several aircraft. We free the funds and use them

the Atlantic Council said Latvia knows Russia and the

in common interests. For example, we partici-

Russians better than they do it in Brussels or Wash-

pate in the mission in Afghanistan while aircraft

ington. Therefore, in case of an active participation in

of other countries help us control the airspace

discussions of strategic issues and vital political mat-

of NATO. One of the things people do not like

ters Latvia can play a major role by contributing to

to admit is that our airspace is also NATO air-

the perception and formation of the western policy

space," Riekstinsh said.

towards Russia. Latvian researchers and politicians
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can contribute to the formation of a new NATO poli-

Igor VATOLIN,

cy on the avenue. At the same time the influence of

for Amber Bridge
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